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Abstract

Specular reflection generally decreases the saturation of
surface colors, which will be possibly confused with other
colors that have the same hue but lower saturation. Tra-
ditional methods for specular reflection separation suffer
this problem of hue-saturation ambiguity, producing over-
saturated specular-free images quite often. We proposed a
two-step approach to solve this problem. In the first step, we
produce an over-saturated specular-free image by global
chromaticity propagation from specular-free pixels to high-
lighted ones. Then we recover the saturation based on pri-
ors of the piecewise constancy of diffuse chromaticity as
well as the spatial sparsity and smoothness of specular re-
flection. We achieve this through increasing the achromat-
ic component of diffuse chromaticity, while the magnitudes
of increments are determined by linear programming un-
der the constraints derived from the priors. Experiments on
both laboratory and natural images show that our method
can separate the specular reflection while preserving the
saturation of the underlying surface colors.

1. Introduction

Highlights are combinations of diffuse and specular re-
flection components. They are often observable in dielectric
inhomogeneous objects [16]. Removing specular compo-
nent benefits computer vision tasks such as image segmen-
tation and object recognition. In addition, identifying the
specular component reveals the roughness of the surface.

In this paper, we address the problem of separating the
specular reflection from the diffuse reflection of a single
image. This is essentially an under-constrained problem.
A typical way is transferring the chromaticity of specular-
free pixels to the highlighted pixels [3][19][21], which
makes the under-constrained problem solvable. Traditional
methods propagate the chromaticity between adjacent pix-
els [19]. These local propagations will be blocked by col-
or discontinuities. The chromaticity cannot be transferred

Figure 1. Specular reflection separation. (a) Input image. (b)
Ground-truth specular-free image. (c-d) The recovered specular-
free image and specular reflection by our method. (e) The result of
[19]. (f) The result of [21].(g-h) The result of the first stage of our
method: global propagation of diffuse chromaticity among pixels
with the same hue.

from the specular-free regions to the isolated highlights, so
there will be residual specular reflection left in the recov-
ered specular-free image. See the green patch in the middle
of Fig. 1 (e) for an example. Instead we propose to transfer
the chromaticity of specular-free pixels to highlighted ones
with the same hue. Since the specular reflection retains the
hue of the surface color, our global propagation can reach
highlighted pixels all over the image including those in iso-
lated regions (e.g., the green and blue patches in the middle
of Fig 1 (g)).

When there are surface colors with the same hue but
different saturation in the same image, the less saturated
ones may be mistaken to be highlighted during hue-based
chromaticity propagation. This problem is called the hue-
saturation ambiguity [6]. See the right half of the ball in
Fig. 1 (h) for an example. Accordingly, these pseudo high-
light regions will get higher saturations than the ground-
truth in the specular-free image as shown in Fig. 1 (d)-(f).
We compensate the increments of saturation through rais-
ing the achromatic component of the diffuse chromaticity,
making sure that the recovered specular reflection is spa-
tially sparse and smooth (as shown in Fig. 1 (d)) while the
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diffuse chromaticity is piece-wise constant (Fig. 1 (c)).

1.1. Related Work

The basis of color-based specular reflection separation
is the dichromatic reflection model [16]. This model does
not separate the chromatic and achromatic part of diffuse
reflection, so it cannot solve the problem of hue-saturation
ambiguity.

The two-step strategy – recovering the hue first and then
the saturation – is widely used in previous work. Bajscy
et al. [3] uses a hue-based segmentation succeeded by a
saturation-based segmentation, taking spatial continuity in-
to account. The segmentations rely on color discontinuities,
which is sensitive to noise. Further, isolated highlight re-
gions cannot be handled by this method. Mallick et al. [13]
proposed a SUV color space [14] to produces a partial sepa-
ration of diffuse and specular reflection. This partial separa-
tion is similar to the over-saturated specular-free image got
in the first stage of our method. In the next stage, the diffuse
component of the partial separation is removed through e-
volving a partial differential equation (PDE) that iteratively
erodes the specular component at each pixel. These local
operations are good at removing specular reflection with-
in small regions. Tan and Ikeuchi [19] generates a pseudo
specular-free image through setting the maximum diffuse
chromaticity of all the pixels to be a constant. This specular-
free image provides a terminate condition for the iterative
chromaticity propagation between adjacent pixels. It can
also be used as an initial diffuse image for our method, but
the remaining specular reflection does not have bounds as
tight as those produced by AP. The local propagation may
be blocked by color discontinuities generated by noise. Al-
so, it may go across the borders between different surface
colors when the color discontinuities cannot be identified
by a proper threshold (see the blue blocks in Fig. 1 (e)).

Separating specular reflection from a single image is an
under-constrained problem. To make it solvable, many pri-
ors have been proposed including the smoothness of diffuse
reflection [18], color-texture correlation [17], the smooth-
ness of the derivative of specular reflection, the local con-
stancy and the sparsity of diffuse chromaticity [6]. These
priors benefit our process of recovering the saturation. K-
linker et al. described the color distribution of the reflec-
tion components by skewed T shapes [7]. However these
T shapes are hard to extract for natural images due to tex-
ture and noise. Another way to solve the under-constrained
problem is using multiple images [15][12][11]. We refer to
the survey of [2] for details.

Recently, Akashi and Okatani [1] used sparse non-
negative matrix factorization to estimate the body colors
and separating reflection components simultaneously. This
method does not use any spatial priors.

Yang et al. used an efficient bilateral filtering to smooth

the maximum chromaticity of local regions [21]. The s-
moothing is guided by an approximated maximum diffuse
chromaticity to avoid smoothing between different surface
colors. The approximation fails in specific cases that the
minimum diffuse chromaticity of two pixels are different,
in which case the maximum chromaticity may be propagat-
ed between different surface colors.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) we prop-
agate the chromaticity globally from diffuse-only anchor
points to highlighted ones, which can deal with isolated
highlight regions; and (2) we solve the problem of hue-
saturation ambiguity by embedding priors on the piecewise
constancy of diffuse chromaticity as well as the spatial spar-
sity and smoothness of specular reflection into simple linear
constraints.

2. Image Formation

According to the dichromatic reflection model [16], an
image with both diffuse and specular reflection can be rep-
resented as:

I(p) = md(p)Λ(p) +ms(p)Γ (1)

where Λ is the chromaticity of diffuse reflection and∑
i∈{r,g,b} Λ = 1. Γ is the chromaticity of the illumination.

Based on the neutral interface reflection (NIR) assumption
[10], the color of specular reflection equals the color of the
illumination. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
illuminations are always white, so Γ is a constant vector
[1/3, 1/3, 1/3]T . For images with chromatic illumination,
we first normalize the image by a color constancy algorith-
m such as [20]. md and ms are the intensity of diffuse and
specular reflection, respectively. Highlight removal aims at
reducing ms to 0 for each pixel.

Hue-saturation Ambiguity. Specular reflection
changes the saturation of the surface color while retaining
their hue [19][3]. Thus specular reflection generates a set of
hue-equivalent classes H, i.e., colors with same hue but dif-
ferent saturation. Note that, surface colors with the same
hue will fall into the same class with those produced by
specular reflection. To reveal the hue-equivalent class, we
rewrite Eqn. 1 to be:

I(p) = ml(p)(t(p)Λ(p) + k(p)Γ) + m̃s(p)Γ (2)

where ml is the illumination, t is intensity of the chromatic
part of the diffuse reflection, k is the intensity of the achro-
matic part of the diffuse reflection, m̃s is the pure specular
reflection without any residual of the achromatic part of dif-
fuse reflection. Note that m̃s depends on ml, but the depen-
dency will not affect the analysis following Eqn. 2, so we
do not write it explicitly. Each Λ defines a hue-equivalent
class H(Λ) with varying t and k. All the pixels p ∈ H(Λ)



can be represented by the same form of Eqn. 1 after the
following transformations:

md = mlt

ms = m̃s +mlk = m̃s +mdr
(3)

with r(p) = k(p)/t(p) that measures the ratio between the
achromatic and the chromatic part of the diffuse reflection.
Note that the specular reflection ms will contain a portion
of diffuse reflection when r is non-zero.

Our goal is to get the pure specular reflection m̃s. We
achieve this in two stages: (1) find the diffuse chromaticity
Λ of each hue-equivalence class through hue-based affini-
ty propagation, which derives the diffuse reflection md and
specular reflection ms; and (2) recover the pure specular re-
flection m̃s through removing the achromatic part of diffuse
reflection out of ms. The details of these two stages will be
given in Sec. 3 and 4, respectively.

3. Recovering Diffuse Chromaticity by Hue-
based Affinity Propagation

We recover the diffuse chromaticity Λ of each hue-
equivalent class through finding an anchor point that is
specular-free. According to Eqn. 1, the diffuse chromaticity
can be calculated directly by Λ = I/∥I∥1 if ms = 0.

We use Affinity Propagation (AP) [4] to cluster the pix-
els into hue-equivalent classes and find their anchor points
simultaneously. AP determines the optimal number of clus-
ters automatically, which is suitable for handling images
that the number of distinct hues are unknown.

AP requires two types of inputs: the affinity between
each pair of pixels and the preference of each pixel to be
an anchor point. The affinity is set to be the similarity of
hue:

A(p, q) = e−∥h(p)−h(q)∥1 (4)

where h is the hue defined in [5].
The preference is defined to be:

P (p) = wS(p) (5)

where w is a positive weight and S is the saturation defined
as follows [5]:

S = 1− 3min(Ir, Ig, Ib)

Ir + Ig + Ib

= 1− 3md min(Λr,Λg,Λb) +ms

md(Λr + Λg + Λb) +ms

(6)

which is a decreasing function of the specular reflection ms.
In another word, the specular-free pixels often have higher
saturation than those highlighted ones. This property can be
revealed from Fig. 2 (c) that the highlighted pixels are much
darker than their surroundings in the saturation image. As

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2. Affinity Propagation. (a) Input image with red cross in-
dicating anchor points. (b) Hue of input image. (c) Saturation of
input image. (d) Hue-equivalent classes. (e) Hue transferred from
anchor points of each cluster. (f) Saturation transferred from an-
chor points of each cluster. We can see that the hue is almost kept
the same while the saturation is generally raised more or less.

a result, the preference reflects the probability of each pixel
being specular-free.

AP selects a set of anchor points and attaches other
points to one of them, which maximizes the summation of
the preferences of anchor points and the affinities between
anchor points and their belongings. Our affinity matrix (E-
qn. 4) encourages pixels with the same hue to be attached to
the same anchor point, which forms hue-equivalent classes
(see Fig. 2 (d)). At the same time the preference (Eqn. 5)
encourages the anchor point of each class to fall at a pixel
which is most probably to be specular-free or equivalently,
with the highest saturation. Fig. 2 (a) marks all the anchor
points of the example image. We can see that none of them
locate at highlighted areas. Note that, the affinities will al-
so influence the choice of anchor points, which encourages
pixels with common hues to be selected instead of borders
of the classes. We refer to the paper of [4] for more details.

The chromaticity of each anchor point will be transferred
to the other pixels within the same hue-equivalent class.
This process generally keeps the hue of the original image
while raising the saturation. These effects can be observed
through comparing Fig. 2 (b)-(c) to (e)-(f). Note that, no
spatial information is used to measure the affinity between
pixels, so pixels far away from each other may also be clus-
tered together. This property ensures that the diffuse chro-
maticity can be propagated all over the image.

After we got the diffuse chromaticity Λ, Eqn. 1 becomes
solvable. The diffuse reflection md and specular reflection
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Figure 3. Specular-free image from hue propagation. The original image is shown in Fig. 2. (a) The recovered specular-free image. Several
regions are over-saturated such as the face of the doll (inside the read circle) and the eye of the fish (the red ring inside the blue circle).
(b) The intensity of the diffuse reflectance, which is piece-wise smooth. (c) The specular reflection, which appears not only in highlighted
areas but also saturation-enhanced regions. (d) The ratios between specular and diffuse reflection mr . The saturation-enhanced regions
get noticeable non-zero values. (e) The histogram of mr . While the highest peak locates near zero, saturation-enhanced regions generate
lower peaks in the long tail of the distribution. (f)-(g) The histogram of mr when replacing AP with the specular-free image of [19] and
the SUV color space [14], respectively.

ms can be calculated as follows [19]:

md =
3Imax − ∥I∥1
3Λmax − 1

ms = ∥I∥1 −md

(7)

where Imax and Λmax are the maximum of the RGB chan-
nels of the image I and the diffuse chromaticity Λ, respec-
tively. Note that Λmax should be larger than 1/3, so we
have to exclude achromatic pixels from the image.

The recovered specular-free image from Eqn. 7 will get
lower diffuse reflection than the ground truth. That is be-
cause md is a decreasing function of the maximum chro-
maticity Λmax and the propagation of chromaticity from an-
chor points to highlighted pixels will raise Λmax. Therefore
the specular reflection ms will be higher than the pure spec-
ular reflection m̃s. These effects can be viewed from Fig.
3. Combining this relation with Eqn. 3 we can get r ≥ 0,
i.e., the ratio between the achromatic and the chromatic part
of diffuse reflection is non-negative. Meanwhile, the specu-
lar reflection m̃s should be always non-negative, so we can
get an upper bound r ≤ mr, where mr = ms/md. These
bounds are useful for inferring r in Sec. 4.

From the histogram of mr (Fig. 3 (e)) we can see that
most mr are close to 0, but there is also a long tail after
the highest peak. These large values may come from those
regions whose diffuse reflectance gets lower saturation than
the anchor points, e.g., the face of the doll and the eye of the
fish in Fig. 3 (d). In Sec. 4, we will recover the saturation
of the pixels through inferring r.

The specular-free image produced by some other meth-
ods such as [19] and [14] can also be taken as initial diffuse
reflection mr, whose saturation can be recovered in the next
step as well. These methods use simple yet effective global
transformations directly. However the ratio r produced by
these methods do not have tight bounds. [19] sets Λmax (in
Eqn. 7) of all the pixels to be a constant. This will break
the lower bound of r ≥ 0 for some pixels, and make the
upper bound loose for some other pixels (e.g., Fig. 3 (f)).

Instead AP sets Λmax according to the reference specular-
free pixel for each hue-equivalent class separately, which
gives a much tighter upper bound while ensuring r ≥ 0. For
the SUV color space [14], ”the two-channel diffuse signal
suffers severe degradation”, as pointed out by its inventors,
when ”the angle between the image and the source color is
less than 10◦”. In this case the ratio mr is sensitive to noise,
and the upper bound of r will be loose (e.g., Fig. 3 (g)).

4. Recovering Saturation using Priors on Re-
flection

Thus far we have got a specular-free image specified by
the specular reflection ms. This specular-free image may
contain over-saturated regions due to hue-saturation ambi-
guity. In this section we further recover the saturation or
equivalently, the pure specular reflection m̃s based on the
piecewise constancy of diffuse chromaticity, the spatial s-
parsity and the smoothness of specular reflection.

Our analysis is based on the ratio between the achromat-
ic and the chromatic part of the diffuse reflection r. Once
we know the value of r, the pure specular reflection can be
recovered by

m̃s = ms −mdr (8)

according to Eqn. 3 and the pure diffuse reflection can be
simply got by m̃d = ∥Ii∥1 − m̃s.

We formulate the inference of r as the following energy
minimization problem:

argmin
r

E(r)

s.t. 0 ≤ r(p) ≤ mr(p), ∀p
(9)

where the objective function is composed of a data term and
a regularization term:

E(r) = Edata(r) + Ereg(r) (10)

The details of Edata and Ereg are given in Sec. 4.1 and Sec.
4.2, respectively. The lower bound is derived from the fact
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Figure 4. Specular reflectance after correcting the saturation. The
original image is shown in Fig. 2. (a) The image of m̄r , which
is the ratio between specular and diffuse reflection after median
filtering. The original ratio is shown if Fig. 3 (d). (b) The inferred
r. (c) The specular reflection after saturation recovery.

that we produced an over-saturated specular-free image in
the first stage while the upper bound is got from m̃s ≥ 0 as
described in Sec. 3.

4.1. Data Term

Spatial Sparsity of Specular Reflection. From Eqn. 3
we can see that, r = mr when m̃s is 0. In natural im-
ages, the pure specular reflection m̃s is sparsely distributed
in the image plane, which means its value is 0 for most pix-
els within an image patch. The median value of mr over lo-
cal patches, denoted by m̄r, are expected to fall at specular-
free pixels in most of the time. The energy of unary term is
modeled as:

Edata(p) = ∥m̄r(p)− r(p)∥2 (11)

4.2. Regularization Term

The regularization term is a combination of energies de-
rived from priors on the diffuse chromaticity and the specu-
lar reflection:

Ereg(r) = wdEd(r) + wsEs(r) (12)

where wd and ws are weights of the two terms.
Piecewise Constancy of Diffuse Chromaticity. Images

with this property are called Mondrian picture, which are
originally addressed by the Retinex theory [8] and widely
used for intrinsic image decomposition. The piecewise con-
stancy of diffuse chromaticity implies that both the achro-
matic part k and the chromatic part t are piecewise constant,
so their ratio r is piecewise constant. Based on this property,
we define the regularizer Ed to be:

Ed(r) =
∑

p,q∈Np

α(p, q)∥r(p)− r(q)∥2 (13)

where Np is the neighborhood of p in the image plane.
Here the weight α is used to avoid smoothing r across color
edges, which is defined as follows:

α(p, q) = e−η∥∆h(p,q)∥2−µ∥∆mr(p,q)∥2

(14)

where ∆h(p, q) is the difference of hue between pixel p and
q and ∆mr(p, q) is the difference of mr. η and µ are pos-
itive scalars. Small ∆mr implies similar saturation with
respect to the maximum channel Imax according to Eqn. 7.
So the weight α reflects the probability that two neighbor-
ing pixels have the same diffuse reflectance.

Smoothness of Specular Reflection. The specular re-
flection tends to be smooth for smooth surfaces. From Eqn.
8 we can get the following linear relationship:

md(p)r(p)−md(q)r(q) = ∆ms(p, q) if m̃s(p) = m̃s(q)
(15)

where ∆ms(p, q) = ms(p) − ms(q). Since m̃s is smooth
in the image plane, the regularizer Es is defined as

Es(r) =
∑

p,q∈Np

β(p, q)∥md(p)r(p)−md(q)r(q)−∆ms(p, q)∥2

(16)
Here we set β(p, q) = 1 − α(p, q) to make this constraint
concentrate on pixels pair with different color. Note that,
when md(p) = md(q) and ∆ms(p, q) ≈ 0, Eqn. 16 de-
grades to a scaled form of Eqn. 13.

A similar prior of smooth variation of specular reflection
is used in [6] and [18]. They formalize the prior by limiting
the gradient of the ratio of specular reflection ms/(ms +
md). Note that, their objective function includes the diffuse
reflection md, which is not guaranteed to be smooth across
the border of colors where t, Λ and k may change sharply
(see Fig. 3 (b) for an example). Our formulation utilizes
only the smoothness of pure specular reflection, which is
not affected by the change of md.

Optimizing Eqn. 10 essentially solves a linear program-
ming problem under least-squares criteria, since all the en-
ergy terms (in Eqn. 11, 13 and 16) come from linear con-
straints on r. This problem can be solved efficiently by off-
the-shelf tools, e.g., the Matlab lsqlin function.

5. Experiments
We evaluate our method on high-quality images taken

under controlled environments, which are provided by the
authors of [19] and [21]. We also test our method on sever-
al low-quality images captured by common cameras under
uncontrolled environments.

Implementation Details. Using AP to cluster the pix-
els is computationally expensive, since it constructs a com-
plete graph that takes each pixel as a node. Instead, we
first quantize the pixels into several bins by hue. For pixel-
s falling into the same bin, we randomly select n pixels as
the candidate anchor points, and assign other pixels to them
by solving the Uncapacitated Facility Location problem [9]
with AP. In implementation, we set n =

√
m, where m is

the total number of pixels within the bin. The parameter w
in Eqn. 5 is set to be 1000 times the mean of affinities (the



elements of A). Both wd and ws in Eqn. 12 are set to be
10. The parameters η and µ are set to be 100 and 1, respec-
tively. We raise the upper bound of r (in Eqn. 10) by 0.5 to
make it more robust to noise.

Our model is robust to the parameters. We evaluated the
robustness by the standard deviation of PSNR (D-PSNR) of
the pear and the circle in Fig. 6. We varied w, µ, η, wd

and ws among 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 10 times its default value.
For w, the D-PSNR is 0.0058dB for the pear and 0.23dB
for the circle. For 400 combinations of wd, ws (wd, ws <
100), η and µ, the D-PSNRs are 0.33dB and 1.42dB. When
we set Np to be 4, 8, or 16 and the bin width of hue to
be 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 or 0.1, the D-PSNRs are 0.13dB and
0.47dB, respectively.

For the 387x353 image in Fig. 5, the running time of our
Matlab code on a 3.4GHz Intel Core i7 cpu is 46.8s, where
AP takes 11.2s and optimizing Eqn. 10 spends 28.3s.

5.1. Results on Highquality Images

We first test our method on the image of toys presented in
Fig. 5. The main challenge comes from that several group-
s of regions have similar hue but different saturation, e.g.,
the pink circle around the eye of the fish and the dark red
stripes nearby. In addition, the yellow dots (within the red
box on the input image) form several isolated highlight re-
gions, where the color discontinuities may block local chro-
maticity propagation.

We compare our results to those of Tan and Ikeuchi [19],
Yang et al. [21] and Kim et al. [6]1. We can see that al-
l the methods successfully remove most of the highlights.
The difference comes from whether the saturation of the
surface color is well preserved or not. In this regard, our
model achieves the best performance. The method of Tan
and Ikeuchi [19] generates several over-saturated regions in
the specular-free image, and the recovered specular reflec-
tion is non-zero in many areas that are actually specular-
free. Their result is quite similar to that of the first stage of
our method. This over-saturation effect may be caused by
the false chromaticity propagations between surface colors
with different saturations. A similar over-saturation prob-
lem, although much less severe, can be observed from the
results of [21]. In comparison, both the methods of Kim
et al. [6] and ours solve the hue-saturation ambiguity quite
well. That is mainly due to the usage of constraints on the
smoothness of specular reflection and so on. The method
of [6] does not handle textures well enough, e.g., the yel-
low dots on blue background. One reason is that they s-
mooth the ratio between specular and diffuse reflection in-
stead of specular reflection alone, which is risky at the color
boundaries where the diffuse reflection may change sharply.
Moreover, they use k-means to cluster pixels into a specific

1The images are cropped from their paper directly. We refer to their
paper for a better view.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. Results on images with different levels of texture. (a)
The input image. (b) The results of [19]. (c) The results of [21].
(d) Our results.

number of classes, which is not suitable for highly textured
images. From the third row we can see that some of the
small yellow dots are merged into the blue background.

More results are shown in Fig. 6. These images have
different levels of texture. We compare to the method of
[19] and [21]. All the methods got similar results on the im-
age of pear, which is almost textureless. The image of fish
has moderate texture. Our method successfully removed
the specular reflections, except for a little residual in the
extremely highlighted areas. The image in the last row is
highly textured, which is a great challenge for pixel cluster-
ing or image segmentation. Our method still gets promis-
ing result on this image. Note that, the white paintings are
mostly removed by all the methods, since they are hard to
be distinguished with a widespread specular reflection.

Evaluation of Step 1. We evaluate the effect of replac-
ing AP in Step 1 with the specular-free image of [19] or a
SUV color space [14]. By doing so the PSNR of the circle
in Fig. 6 drops about 2dB and 5dB, respectively. Using the
specular-free image of [19] cannot remove the specular re-
flection thoroughly due to the loose upper bound of r. The
SUV color space does not perform well on the near-white
regions whose colors are close to source color. Their per-
formances on the pear and the synthesized image in Fig. 1
are comparable to our original model.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5. Results on a toy example. (a) The input image. The middle row in this column shows the specular reflection recovered in the first
stage of our method. (b) The results of [19]. (c) The results of [21]. (d) The results of [6]. (e) Our results. The first two rows show the
decomposed diffuse and specular reflection, respectively. The area within the red box of the input image (a) is enlarged and shown in the
third row.

5.2. Results on Natural Images

The results on natural images are given in Fig. 7. The
objects in the images are made of various materials, includ-
ing plastic, paper, fabric, foliage, wood and ceramic. These
images are quite challenging due to noise, overexposure,
heavy texture, chromatic illumination, achromatic surfaces
and so on. Despite these difficulties, our method achieved
promising results on them. The decomposed specular re-
flection is sparse and smooth as we expected. In the mean-
time, the diffuse reflection is piece-wise constant, although
some detailed texture are lost. In particular, the image of the
potted plant is taken from indoor scenes at night, while the
illumination is complex. Our method successfully removed
the highlights on the leaves while keeping the underlying
yellow-green color. The method of [19] produced over-
saturated specular-free images for all the examples. The
result of [21] didn’t keep the saturation of the root of the
plant. Our model also recovered the diffuse reflection of
surfaces with extremely low saturation, such as the white
eyes of the dolls in the top two images and the fin of the sea
horse in the third image. The main reason is that our model
constrains the specular reflection to be sparse, so the ”direct
current component” of the specular reflection got from the

first stage will be eliminated.

6. Conclusions and Discussions
We have proposed a new model to separate the specular

reflection, while preserving the saturation of surface colors.
The underlying methodology is similar, in some respect, to
that of shock therapy. To preserve the saturation, we first
increase the saturation to the maximum, producing an over-
saturated diffuse reflection. Then we recover the saturation
by injecting a proper dose of achromatic components back
to the diffuse reflection. The advantage of this two stage
process is that the specular reflection will be removed com-
pletely after the first stage, so we can get tight bounds of the
proper dose of achromatic components. Moreover, we can
derive useful constraints on the dose of achromatic compo-
nents from the priors on local reflections.

Separating the specular reflection of natural images is
still challenging. For our method, the main issue is the de-
viation of hue in highlighted areas, which may be caused by
chromatic illumination, overexposure or noise. In this case
the hue-equivalent classes will break into pieces, some of
which will not occupy specular-free pixels. We left these
issues to our future work.



(c)(b) (d) (e)(a)

Figure 7. Typical results on natural images. (a) The input image. (b) The results of [19]. (c) The results of [21]. (d) The results of the first
stage of our model (Sec. 3). (e) Our final results.
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